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HOW TO USE THIS BOOKLET

This booklet has a list of
words and their meanings. It is to
help people understand- more
about hearing 'loss and vision
loss.

When you see or hear a new
word, write it down. If the word
is about helping deaf=blind
children, look it up in this
booklet.

To look up a word, turn
to pages 43 to 69. The words in
dark print are listed in
alphabetical order. The meaning
is given for most words.

A page number is given
after some of the words in dark
print. Turn to that ge to read
the meaning of the wo

The meaning of any word

II
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in light print can be looked up
on pages 43 to 69

This booklet is about helping
the deaf-blind child , The next
page tells where to find things.

Booklet number 2 also has
words and meanings. It is called
"Words and Meanings: The
Problem of Deaf-Blindness." It is
about these subjects.
Parts of the Ear Parts of the Eye
Hearing Testing Vision Testing
Hearing Loss Vision Loss
Ear Problems Eye Problems
2
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PEOPLE

There are many people who
can help a4 deaf-blind person.
So rrfe, are doctors for ear
problems or eye problems.

Others test hearing or vision.
Some people help by

teaching a deaf-blind person. Or
they can help a .parent to work
with a deaf-blind child at home.
When you have a question. one
of these people may be able to
answer it.

genetiC counsehir This
person helps parents who have a
deaf or blind child. He can help
them decide whether to have

4



more chNirren. He can tell if
deafness or blindness is likely to
be passed from parents to
children;
'otologist _(ear doctor) This
is a medical doctor. He knows
about the ears and can treat. ear
problems. Most children with a

hearing -1Oss should visit the ear
doctor every year.

ophthalmologist (eye, doctor)
This is a medical doctor. He-knows
about the eyes and eye problem' s,
He can treat eye problems and fit
glasses. Most children with 'a, vision
loss should visit the eye doctor
every year.

psychologist This is a person
who knows abo'ut testing. He
uses special tests for Someone

5



who, is deaf and blind. First, he
finds out what a person can do
now. Then he tries to say what
-ihaft\person can do later. tte
helps to plan training and
teaching:

audiologist This person gives
hearing tests: He fits hearing aids
and teaches how to use them. He
can also' teach someone to read

'lips. Most people who use
hearing aids should )d see th.e
audiologist every yeah Europe
an otologist may also be an
audiologist.

optometrist
gives eye tests. He
other optic& aids. He can he
person get the most benefit from
sight. Most people who use
glasses should see the

This ,persod
ses an

9



optometrist or ophth,at ihologist
every year.

teacher of the deaf=blind (teacher
of the' hearing impaired-visually
impaired) This person
teaches a child to get the most
from his hearing and vision. And
he teaches a child self-help skills.
He also teaches math reading,
and so on.

outreach teacher This person
visits a child's home. He may
teach the child at home. Often
-he -teaches the parents to work
with their child.

wad-kr of the deal (teacher of
the hearting impaired) He
teaches spkeeh and language to
°children A° do not hear well.
He also teaches reading, math,
and so on.



teacher of the blind (teacher of
the visually impaired) He
teaches reading and language to
children who do not see well. He
-teaches other subjects too. This
teacher may use large type or
Braille.

teacher's aide .( t ea cher
aide) This person helps the
teacher.

of all the people' in the
deaf-blind child's life; pafents are
the most important. Other
people who help are listed in the,
back of this boOklet. To find out
about them, look up counselor,
hearing aid dealer, interpreter,
optician, pediafrician, social
worke r, speech-language
pathologist, and therapist.

8
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PROGRAMS
Not all deaf-blind people

have the same problemt. This is
why different peo epr need

'different programs. One person
may have a hearing loss that -is
much greater than his vision loss.
He may do best in A. class, for
those who are hard of hearing.
Another person. .may have more
severe problems. He may need a
program with many special
services.

As children grow and learn;
they may need to 'change
,programs; This is .true for some
adults also. Softie different kinds
of programs are given next.



CTZ

early intervention This
program begins when a child
very young. it starts as soon as
the child is known to have a
hearing nd vision 'problem.

home raining program This
progr m has a teacher who visits
a- fa at their hoihe2 The
teacher works with the child;

Also, he shows -the parents what
to do until his next visit.
institutional care This is a

program for people 'with very
severe problems. They live in a.

.

group home or hospital. This lets
them get a lot of special services
whenever they are needed.

residential school This is a

-school where children live away
from home. A child may go away
to school if there are no special
classes near his (home.



self-contained class In this',
prQgremi all children are taught
by the same teacher AI- day.
Another teacher may come in to
give a special lesson.

sheltered workshop A place
where a dej-Hind person might
work. People with other
probleMs work there also- ° They
learn how to do a job. .This can
help them feel better about
themselves.

Other kinds of programs can
be found in the back. Ybii call
look up d(ly e°/".,001.

pro9rain, and tau] cam. Not all
programs .are found in all towns.
A person should be in the
program that meets his needs
best.



TREATMENTS
-Sometimes hearing and

vision Can be helped-by a"doctor.
He will inot give the same
treatment to every person. If you
have a question about treatment,
ask your doctor.

A doctor (can help most
problems iii the outer and middle
ear. Si ni etim es a myriligotam y
(tympano to m y ) is done when
t here is fltiid beltind the
eardrum; The doctor 'cuts a tiny

iii the eardrum. The ii he
sucks out the fluid throne,rh the

12



opening. Next he may put a little
tube in the opening in the
eardrum. The tube keeps the
fluid from building up again.
When the tube comes out, the
little cut heals up.

Another c0I11111011 problem is
tOo much wax in the ear. The-
doctor may- soften it and take it
out. Washing out wax is

called irrigation or lavalle
vision probems, can

also be improved. A cloudy
cornea May be helped by a
corneal transplant (keratoplasty).
The cornea is the clear cover over
the front of the eyeball. The
doctor cuts out a cloudy piece of
the cornea, and replaces it with a
clear. piece.

-Another vision problem is a

1r
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cataract. This is the clouding of
,the lens of the eye.' When this
happens, a doctor may remove
the lens (cataract :surgers) .

fterward the person often
needs very stron,q, glasses or
contact lenses.

Other treatment may be the
regular use of -.medicine. For
some people medicine may keep

probleAl from 'worse.
There arc other kil'i(k of
treatment given by a doctor.
Some of them are in the back of
the book. You can look up
enact eat io diath,ermy,

t a p e d e c t o m y a n d
ty mpanoplcisty.
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HEARING AIDS
Many people with a heOing

loss can get help from a hearing
aid. A hearing aid will help some
people to understand speech
again;: Other people may only be
able to hear loud sounds with an
aid.

Even if the benefit is small, a
hearing aid may be worthwhile.
For example, it may help a

person hear warning soundsa
car horn or hout. These sounds.
may keep a person out of danger,

15
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find out more about
aids, look at STEPS
#1; "l_eginning to Vse=a
Aid.; Also, see STEPS
#5, "How to Take,Care

of a Hearin $4 Aid."
ibot:it hearing aids are next.

amplific ation A hearing ai4.

Anything that makes sound,,
loucfer so that it can be heard
more easily. Some, kinds of
amplification a-re FM
a in plificatio n, = gion.p
amplification, dividu I

amplification, and
amplification:

battery: compartment The
place where the battery goes in a
hearing (1 id;

receiver (earphone) The part
of t hearing and that sends out

Some words



sound. It is like the speaker of a
radio, only smaller.

earmold A piece of plastic
that is made to fit in a person's
ear. it goes on the hearing aid.
The earmold carries the sound
from the hear'ing aid into the ear.

feedback The whistle or
squeal that is made by a hearing
aid. It can happen when the
earrnold does not fit well in the
ear. Sometime's it happens if the
mike is too close to the receiver.
Or, the hearing .aid may whistle' if
it is turned up too loud. If a
hearing' aid whistles a lot; see
STEPS booklet number 5. Or
ask the teacher or audiologist
what to'''do.

17



monaural hearing aid A
hearing a that is used in one
ear.
binaural hearing aids Two
hearing aids, one worn in each
ear. The second hearing aid may
help to hear speech better when
it is noisy. W'rnay also help to
tell where a soundrnes from.
Y cord This is a cord that
looks like the letter "Y." It puts
two receivers on one hearing aid:
This lets the hearing aid sell(.1\
sounds to both ears.

loop amplification with TV A
way f0/7-i'deaf person to listen to
TV. A wire loop is placed under
the rug around his chair. And his
hearing aid is set on "T." Then his
aid makes TV louder without
making other sounds louder.

18 2j



VISION AIDS
A vision aid is anything

that improves a person's sight.
Glasses are the most common
kind of vision aid. Since they use
lenses , they are an optical a
Often the right gasses are the
only optical -aid a person needs.
Some optical aids are giyen
below and On the next pages.

bifocals Glasses that have
two parts to each lens. One part
is for near vision and the other
part is for distance vision.

4 19



loupe A small glass or lens
that clips on the eyeglass frames.
It is for looking at small things
held close to the eye. A jeweler
Would use a loupe to fix a watchr
or look at a diamond.

hanchheld magnifier A lens
that is held in the hand and used
for near *vision. It helps -a person
to read print or see small
objects better. it comes in many
powers and sizes.

telescope A set of lenses, for
looking at things far away. There
are many kinds of telescopes. A
monocular telescope is used
With one eye., A binocular
telescope is used with both
eyes. It is also called binoculars
'or field glasses. A Wind-held
telescope is in the top drawing

20



r on page 19. A frame-mounted
telescope is put on eyeglass
frames. J can be. taken off the
frames when it is not being used
The bottom drawing on page 19
shoWs a frame-rrfounted
felqqope.

Another kind of vision ai4c1
is called a nonoptical aid. Same
nonoptical aids are a reading
stand, a special lamp, and a visor
to shade the eyes. Another
nonoptical aid is a broad tipped
pen. This pen makes writing easier
to see.:, Some other nonoptical aids
follow.

f 1

large type (large print) Printing
that is about twice as large as the
normal size. This page is printed
in one size of large type.-

21



Braille A way of writing that
uses Pais dots on a page. A blind
person- reads the page by moving
his fingertips across each line of
d9ts. (See page 64 for a picture
of Braille writing.)

cane A walkirig stick used
by a blind person. It is moved
back and forth in front of the
person to. tell him what is ahead.
(See the pTcture on page 38.) The
cane may be called a. lo yE cane, a
Hoover._carne, or a obili y cane.

talking books . Ike co ra ngs of
a person reading a b. ok, a
newspaper, and so on The
recordings are played by a person
who can not read print.

1 A third kind of vision aid
is called an electronic aid. The

22



one used most is closed circuit
.television. This is a TV set that
shows a large picture of a page.
The user then reads the large
printing from the TV.

TO find out abo,ut other
vision aids, look in the back of
the book for Braille
teletypewriter, brailler, computer
reader, contact tem, laser cane,

tacon, slate and stylus. and
talking calculato)..

23



OTHER HELPS
Hearing aids and vision aids

can help most people who are
deaf and , blind. But there are
other things that can also help.
For example, there are ways to
let a' deaf-blind person know
when the telephone rings. The
phone can make a light go on
when someone is calling. Or it
can use a special bell with a very
loud sound. or a very,deep tone.

There are things that can
help a person to join /others in

24



playing. For example, a
checkerboard with squares that
have raised sides. Or a bali?vith a
bell or a beeper in it

To find out atIvAt other
things that help people who ape
deaf-blind, look in the back of
the book. Look up e1ertronic
speaking device, signal device,
telecommunication device for
the deaf and teletypewriter.

2S 25



PUBLIC LAW 94-142 (USA)
There is a law in the USA

about school, and children who
have problems. It is called the
"Education for All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975."

The law provides a free
education that meets the Child's
needs. It also says parents must
help plan for their child's
schooling. Some words that are
used in planning follow.

individualized education program
(plan) (IEP) A plan for a

26



child's schooling. It is written by
a team of the teacher, parents,
and others. The plan tells what a
child can do -now, and what he
needs to learn. It also says whathat
services are needed and when
they will begin. The plan will be
looked at every year to see how
well it is working. It will be
changed as needed. Each child
must have an individualized
education plan for his schooling.

support service (related
service) A service such as

medical care or speech and
language therapy. Another
support service is transportation;
that is, taking the child to get the
special help he needs.

architectural barrier Anything;
such as stairs or a narrow hallway,

30 27



that keeps a handicappe e on
from using

mainstream To put a child
uith a problem in a class with
children who have no special
problems. He may get help from
a special teacher.
4 To find out more, look in
the back of the booklet. Look up
advocate, due proce.ss,
habilitation, least restrictive
environment, local education
agency, Section 504, and state
education agency.

28
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CHANGING BEHAVIOR

As a child grows up, his
behavior changes. For exarriple, a
child needs help drinking from a
cup at first. But later he learns to
hold the cup by himself. This is a
change in his behavir The
following words tell more about,
changing behavior.

behavior modification The
use of goats and rewards to
change the way a person behaves.

29



objekii'e (behavioral objective;
instructional What
we want a person to do. It
includes (1) the action to be
learned, (2) when the action
takes place, and (3) how well the
action must be learned. The
objective usually tells what is to
be learned in 'seVeral days or a
few weeks. This is an example Of
an objective: "Mary will help to
lift the cup to her mouth every
time she is offered a drink."

goal A statement of what we
want a person to learn to do. It
covers a longer time than an
objective. This is an example of a
goal: "Mary will learn to drink
-fth a cup without help." A goal
can include several objectives.

30



reinforcement The use of
rewards to help a person learn.

charting Keeping a record of
how well a child is learning
something.

In the back of the book
there are more words about
changing behavior. You can look
u p. criterion, successive
approxmatsion, and task analysis.
To firi'd out more about using
rewards, read Booklet #6. It is
called "Rewards and How to Use
Them."

31



SENSE TRAINING

Most deaf=blind" people have
some sense of hearing and sense
of vision. Theynshould be helped
to make full use of what they
hear and see. Training these
senses should begin as soon as
possible.

A person who is deaf and
blind needs to deprid more on
other senses. Some of the other
senses are, touch, balance, and
movement. The senses of taste
and smell can also help a

2
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deaf=blind person recognize
things. The words in this section
have something to do with
training the senses.

auditory training Teaching a
person to make the best use of
every bit of hearing he has.
Teaching a perspn how to use a
hearing aid. (

visual .training (vision
training) Teaching a person
to make the best use every bit of
vision he has Teaching a person
how to use a vision aid.

tactile training Teaching a
person to find out about things
by feeling them. 'Training- a
person to make the best use of
his sense of touch.

33



kinesthetic training/ aching
a person about the movement and
location of the parts of his body.
This helps him rove his tongue
and lips in order to speak.

balance training Teaching a
person to stand and sit up
straight. Teaching a person to
walk like other people.

L.

For other words that have tc
do with sense training, look in
the back of the book. Look up
Twure=ground, motor development,
propriocepttonsensory-motor train-
ing and vestibular board.

34



COMMUNICATIOIi
There are many ways to tell

a person, what we want to say.
Most people talk or write to tell
something. Some people may
need' to learn othel- ways to
communciate or tell things. The
folloN;ving are ways to tell and
understand things.

oral communication Usin&
speech to tell things. Also, using
lipreading and hearing to
understand what people say.

35
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manual' communeiation Usi-ng
signing and fingerS'pelling to tell
things.

total coinmunication Using
speech and lipreading along with
signing and fingerspelling.

signing in the hand A way of
talking to a pet-son who is
deaf-blind. Someone fingerspells
what he wants to tell the
deaf-blind person. At the same
time the deaf-blind person lightly
holds the "talker's" hand.

Tadoma methold A wary- of
teaching a deaf-blind person to
understand speech. He feels the
speaker's face and neck to help
him understand what is being

36 39



said. The drawing on page 35
shows a deaf-blind person using
the Tadoma method.

augmentative communication
system A way to tell
something withotit using speech;
Sometimes special tools are used
such as Braille, a board with
pictures, or an 'Clectronic speaking
device..

Some other words about
communication are in the back
of, the book. You can lookup
aurat-erai method; Blissymbolics,
communciation board, and print
on palm.

40
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OTHER AREAS
A person who is deaf and

blind needs a lot of special help.
And he may need different kinds
of help. He may need help to
learn to walk alone at home and
at school. Or he may need help
to learn to play by himself or
with others. The next words tell
about some kinds of special help.

teaching cognitive skills Teaching
a person to use his skills in new
ways. For example, a child learns
to count. Then he uses his skill in

38



counting to answer questions of
"How many?" He also uses his skill
in counting to learn about time
and money.

occupational therapy; Training
a child to get more S and more
control of his body. In this Tay he
can do more things for himself.
For an older child or adult, it is
learning things that will help in a
job. It i also helping a person to
know and accept what he can do.

physical therapy (physio-
therapy). Treating problems of
the body by the use of exercise,
heat, and water. For example, a
whirlpool bath may be used to
treat pains in the joints. Physical

39
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therapy can also be teaching a
person to move normally (like
other people).

orientation training Helping
a blind person to K...riow where he
is. He needs to know where he is
in relation to tables; chairs, and
doors in a room. The blind
person learns to tell where he is
by sound and touch,

mobility training Helping a
blind person learn to move from
one place to another. Sometimes
he uses a cane, a guide dog, or a
sighted guide.

hearing therapy Teaching a
deaf person to improve his
talking and listening. It may
include teaching /1'1)1'ff/ding.



speech therapy (speech language
therapy) Teaching a person
to improve his speech and to
express his ideas better.

In the back of this booklet
are more words about training
and teaching. You can look up
echolocation, o bilitation,
prevocational training,
rehabilitation; sensory training,
sensory-motor training and
vocational training.

A

You can also look up words
about skills to be learned. Some
of these are -cognition, leisure
time activity, motor
development, set, -help stein, and
recreation.

4(/ 41



A

ALL THE WORDS IN THIS
BOOKLET

advocate Someone who acts for another person to
make sure that person gets what he should have,

aided (hearing) With a hearing aid on:

American Foundation for the Blind It publishes a
catalog of things to help blind people It acts as an
advocate in Washington. Also, it helps people find
services they need. (See the inside back cover for the
addresS.)

American Printing House for the Blind It prints books
in Braille and farQc print: It also makes training and
teaching aids. The books and aids can be ordered by
schc7ols. (See the inside back cover for the address.)

American Sign Language (ASL; Ameslan)_ A way to
tell, something by using hand positions and movements
for words. Jt is used by many deaf people in the USA:

NOTE : Ybu way find the meanings in this book
au too simple. You can find on y more
about manx of the words in a standard
dictionary or a medical dictionary. :1 basic
book on a if diolo(,,y; optometry. or

.

education of children with hearing or vision
loss may also help.

43



A-B
Amesian See American sign Language:

amplification See page 16:

amplified telephone A telephone that will make the
voice louder. The loudness of the voice is changed by
turning a small wheel.

amplifier The part of the hearing aid that makes sound
louder. It is a group of transistors that is powered by a
battery.

architectural barrier See page 27.

audiologist See page 6.

auditory memory Remembering things that are heard.
Sometimes it means remembering the order in which
things are heard.

6

auditory trainer (auditory training unit) A hearing aid
that is larger than most aids: It usually has clearer sound
than a small hearing aid.

auditory training (ear training) See page 33:

augmentative communication system See page 37.

aural oral method _A way of teaching children who
have a hearing loss. It _includes listening. lipreading, and
talking: It does not include sigiiing and fingerspelling.

aural rehabilitation See hearing therapy on page 40.

aurist An older name for a doctor who treats ear
problems: Now he is called an otologist:

balance training See page 34.

44 4 6



B
battery The supply of_power fora hearing aid. It may
last. from 30 to over 150 hours. Sonic batteries can be
recharged to make them last longer;

battery compartment See page 16.

yhavior The way a person acts, or what he does.

behavior modification Sec page 29.

behavioral objective See objc'ctii'c on page 30:

behind-the-ear hearing aid A hearing aid that hangs
behind the ear.

bifocals See page 19.

binaural Having something to do with both

binaural hearing aids See page lg.

binocular telescope See page

Blissymbolics A way of writing that uses "pictures"
instead of .letters. The Blissymbols in the boxes below

,.mean ``eye' and "eyeglasses."

Blissyuribojs The pictures used in flitssymboitcs.

NOTE: Rooklet #2 tells lime the ear works.
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B-C
body hearing aid .-1 hearing aid that is worn on the
chest. It may be carried in a harness, or clipped to a bra
or pocket.

Braille See page 22.

Braille teletypewriter A device to send a message
Braille over the telephone.

brailler A machine that "types" Braille.

cane See page 22.

captioning The use of .printed words_ over the _picture
on TV: This helps a deaf person to fcill-ow What-is going
on.

cataract surgery See page 14.

CCTV Sc,e closed circuit television on page 23.

cerebral palsy clinic A place where doctors and others
evaluate and plan treatment for those with cerebral
palsy. (Cerebral palsy is poor muscle control caused by
damage to the brain.)

charting See page 31.

clear type Sec targc print on page 21;

clinic A place where problems are evaluated. Also,
treatment may be planned and carried out there. See

.cerebral palsy clinic; eye clinic; hearing clinic; and low
vision clinic.,

closed circuit television See page 23.



C

Closure Guessing a word when only part of the word is
heard or seen.

cognit ling by using what you already know.l_
It is team to. decide things anctto solve problems. ft is
also learni ig to reason about things.

cognitive s ills See teaching cognitive skills on page
38.

communication Telling a person something by talking.;
writing; signing; Orsoine other way;

communication board (conversation board) A board
_with pictures that is used by someone wit! or nol
speech. He points to the pictures to tell what le needs,
wants; or thinks. Or the board can be used to tell him
something, (The hoard may have words or Riissvinbois
instead of pictures.)

comprehension Understanding. what is heard or seen.

computer reader A device to help blind person. It
"speaks" the words that are wrieten on a printed page.
The device uses artificial speech which is hard to
understand without practice.

conditioned response An action a person learns to
_mike because he was rewarded. Ot an action he learned
because he was punished for not dOing it.j
contact lens A thin tells that fits over the Front of the
eyeball.

NOTL : tests are in Booklet #2.
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conversation board See communication board.

cord (hearing aid cord) The wires that go from the
case of a body hearing aid to the receiver. The wires are
very thin and break easily:

corneal transpl.f. See page 13.
57

corrected (vision) With glasses on.

counselor A person who gives advice. Sec genetic
counselor, prevocational counselor; and vocational
counselor;

criterion A standard of how well a person should learn
to do something.

cued speech The use of...kiand positions near the
speaker's face; It is to help a deaf person understand
sikech better. This is not the sar(ie as using signs because
the hand positions do not stand for words. Three of the
hand positions for cued speech are shown below.

day school A place where students go to classes while
they live at home;

depth perception The ability to tell by looking that
one thing is closer to you than another.

diathermy Making heat in sonie part of the body by
passing an electric current through it;
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distortion (hearing aid distortion) A loss in the
clearness of the sound from a hearing aid. The loss of
clearness makes it harder to understand speech through
the aid;

due process The right to a hearing before an official
action is taken that affects you or your family.

earhook The curved tube on a behind-th.e-ear hearing
aid. It curves over the top of the ear ancLconnects to the
earmold:

ear-level hearing aid A ficanng aid that is worn on the
head. It can be in the ear, behind the ear, or in eyeglass
frames.

early intervention See page 10:

earmold See page_ 17.

echolocation Finding Where_ trees. walls; and other
things are located by using edhoe,14,Soilic aids, such as
the Soni4iidc and layer rune; uk&.:eclioes to help a
blind person get around.

educational audiologist A person who tests hearing
and gives hearing therapy to Children in schoOl. The
therapy is tied in with the child's classes.

electronic aid A de,;ice that helps a person overcome
his hearing loss or vision loss; It iises transistors. Some
electronic aids arc closed circuit teleNsion; computer
reacher, hearing aid; Optacon; and Sonirguide:

NWT: Words about hearing loss are in Booklet #2.
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E-E
electronic speaking device A machine with recorded
messages that can be played as desired. It could be used
by a person who has' very poor speech or no speech.

ENT doctor See otorhinolaryngologist..

enucleation Surgery to remove the eyeball.

eye clinic A place where doctors and others evaluate
and plan treatment for those with eye problems.

eyeglass hearing aid A hearing aid that is biiikt into
the frames of eyeglasses.

feedback (acoustic feedback) Sec page:17.

figure-ground Having something to dc3 with
foreground and background. It can refer to what is
heard or what is seen. Suppose you are trying to hear a
person talking in a noisy place; Then the voice is the
figure (or foreground), and the noise is the ground (or
background).

fingerspelling A way to spell words using, the hands.
There is a different hand position for each letter of the
alphabet.
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FM amplification (radio 'frequency 'amplification;
radio- linked hearing aid) A hearing aid that sends
sound to the user by A radio signal.

Focus To adjust the eyes in order to prOduce a Sharp
image.

frame-mounted telescope See page 21..

Fusion The blending of' WIKit is seen b the two eves
into one picture. Or the blending of what is heard by
the two ears into one sound.

gain The increase in a person's hearing that is given
a hearing aid.:

general practitioner A doctor who does not specialize
in a certain problem.' A -family doctor" who treats
most kinds of medical problems.

genetic counselor See page 4.

:goal See page 30.

GP See general practitioaer.

group amplification A hearing aid used by several
childien in a classroom. Some kinds of group
amplification are Ell amplification ;And loop
amplification.

group home A place to live that is shared by several
persons with probleMs, A house parent may live there
also.

NOTE: nooklet #2 tells how the eve works.
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G H
guide dog An animal trained to lead a blind person.

habilitation Training; teaching; and services for a
person who is1'. or was handicapped as a child.
Rehabilitation is for someone who grew up normally
and then became handicapped. Often habilitation and
rehabilitation are used to mean the same thing;

hand-held magnifier See page 20;

hand-held telescope See page 20.

hearing aid Anything that helps a person to hear .

better; See behind-the-ear hearing aid, body hearing aid,
ear-level hearing aid, eyeglass hearing aid, in-the-ear
..hearing aid; and personal hearing aid. Also see pages
15-18 for more about hearing aids.

hearing aid dealer (hearing aid specialist) A person
who sells hearing aids. He also gives basic hearing tests.

hearing aid dispenser A person Who sells heiring aids.
He may be a hearing aid dealer, audiologist, or otofoRi.q-.

hearing clinic A place Where doctors and others
evaluate and plan treatment for those with hearing
problems.;

hearing dog (assistance dog) An animal that has been
-given spectl training; He will alert his master to the
doorbell; smoke alarm, and other sounds.

4 in

hearing tfierapist Someone who. gives lipreading
lessons and auditory training to a person with_a hearing
loss The therapist, can be an audiologist; teacher of the
hearing:impaired, or speech-kinguage pathologist.
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hearing therapy See page 40.

honie training program (homebound instruction) See
page 10.

Hoover cane Sec page 22:

Jwspital instruction Teaching a student who must stay
in the hospital.

ILT See iiiiiriduaii:cd educaticm plari on page 26.

implant Co race material in the body by means of
surgery.

in-the-ear hearing aid A hearingii-i. that fits entirely
into the outer ear.

independent living skills (activities of daily
living) The lability to bathe, dress, eat, and so on
without help. They include ,--c//iticip skills.

individual amplification A heariu, arcl uscd-Cor one
person. It is not .1 1.-)art of a ,c.,,roup am/Nisi/cation system.

individualized education plan (program., (I FP) See
page 26.

institutional care See page 10.

internal noise ()in a hearing aid) A hum or other
sound that is made by a lrtauin hill itself.

International ..Association of Parents of the Deaf It
sends out a newsletler alld serves advocatc tor deaf
children. (See the inside back cover for the address.;

NOM: [7s/cm test; are ire booktct *2.
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I-J -K-L
International Parents Organization. for the Deaf It
sends out ;1 newsletter and serves as an adirocate for deaf
children: (See the inside back cover for the address.)

interpreter Someone who :helps a . person with a

hearing loss or vision loss to understand a speaker. He
makes the speaker's words simpler. He may speak, sign,
or use some other means.

irrigation See page 13.

John Tracy Clinic It sends parents courses by mail.
One course is for parents of young deaf children: The
other is for parents of young deaf-blind children. (See
thr2 inside'back cover for the address.)

keratoplasty See corneal transplant, on page 13;

kinesthesia One if the senses. It tells a person when
and how he is moving. lt,,;dso lets a person kitow where
Iris arms, legs; and other bo4 dy parts are placed: .

r

kinesthetic training See page 34.

language A wav of telling thoughts and feelings. It is

expressed by talking, writing, .citurz., and other ways.
,Xpcccir is d:way to express language; but it is not the
same as language:

language board See commtmicatioH board.

large type. (large print) See page 21.

laser cane A cane that _uses a beam of special It
warns the user of steps; branches; and soon by making
sounds. lt.also vibrates as a warning.

lavage See page 13:



LEA See local viincatiom

least restrictive environment The best place to train
and teach a person with a handicap. It is not the same
for everyone. Some children can be_ pkaced in a regular
class , iii,7iiirri ,iiii . Other people will need tOicli Care.

leisure-tiine activity leisure like skill A skill that is
taught Cl) person with :1 handicap: It is something that
will help him to enjoy his free time and use it wisely.

lens A clear ,lass ur plastic piece that is shaped to help
your eve sec a sharp picture.

Lions International A Ss() n o Lions
Clubs) They help Ni get glasses and surgery Coy people
who cannot afford them. They also have in eve
See the inside back cover for their address.)

lipreading spec breading '? Finding out what
person s:IN'S NV watching It also includes
watching the speaker's face il)(1. guessing. (Even thellest
lipreacler cannot understand everything: '011C rt.%iti011 is
that many speech movements cannot he seen.)

local education agency ; LEA) _A school hoard for a
town._or city. It provides for school.thrbugh the

mvelfth grade: hr it provido. s for school until a
twent-sccond birthday.

localization The ability to t,11 it -herc rt soujid is

long cane Sec

about r15100 loss a2"' 1)1 1;i Oklet #2.
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L-M
loop amplification A hearing aid system used in the
classroom. It lets pupils move around the room and still
hear the teacher's voice. Pupils pick up the teacher's
voice from a wire loop. The loop is usually hung around
the sieks of the room: See loop amplification with TV
on page 18.

loupe See page 20.

low vim) clinic A .place where doctors and others
examine people with vision problems. They may also
plain and carry out treatment there.

mainstream See page 28.

manual communication Telling something by the use
of sic!ns or lingerspOlii. The drawing below shows how
Co' make thesign for "can:"

manual interpreter A person who_ uses signing or
ifiiierspetliiw. The interpreter tells the person with a
hearing loss what a third person has said.

microphone (mike) The part of s hearing aid that
picks up the sound.

microscope A powerful vision aid that uses more than
one lens. It is for looking n something close to the user.

mike See microphone.



M-
mobility Movement from one place to another.

mobility cane See page 22.

mobility training )r-See page 40.

monaural hearing aid See page 18.

monocular telescope See page 20.

motor development Improving a person's control over
his bodYi It includes gross skills ',such its yalking. It also
includes fine skills such as cutting with scissors;

mute (mute person) Someone who C 1 oes not speak:

myringotomy Sec page 12.

National Association for the Deaf-Blind This group acts
as an acirocatc for rights for people who. are deaf and
blind. (Sec the inside back cover for the address.)

nonoptical aid See pages 21 and

North American Association for Services to Deaf-Blind
Children and Youth This group answers pesticms and
refers_ people- to services. (See the inside back cover for
the address.)

objective See page 30.

occupational therapist. Someone who is trained to
work with handicapped peo'ple. He teaches them
physicals skills. He also helps them to handle problems
in their work.

N.()11: (filuscs IludriN problems are in 13ooklet
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0
occupational therapy (OT) The training given by the
occupational therapist. See page 39.

oculist An older name for a doctor who examines and
treats problems of the eyes. Now he is called an
ophthalmologist,

ocular motility The ability to move the eye.

ophthalmologist See page 5.

Optacon A device that changes print to letter shapes
that can be felt. The shape is given by points that
vibrate; A blind person puts his finger on the set of
points.

optical aid A vision aid that uses one or more lenses
(See pages 19 to 21.) Some optical aids are contact
fences; a microscope and eyeglasses.

optician A person who makes, sells, and adjusts
optical aids. (The aids are recommended by an
ophthalmologist or optometrist.)

optometrist' See page 6.

oral communication See page 35.

oral interpreter Someone who uses speech to tell a
person with a hearing loss what a third person has said.

oral method The teaching of _speech and hpreading to
a child with a hearing loss. This method does not use
signing and fi/zgeu ling.

orientation training See Page 40.

OT See occupational therapy.
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O-P
otolaryngologist :A doctor who examines and treats
the ears and throat.

otologist See page 5.

otorhinolaryngologist (ENT dOctor) A doctor who
examines and treats the ears. nose, and throat.

outreach program A program that finds and tests
people who have handicaps. It also refers them to
specialists and other programs, Besides these things; it
provides specLil training, All this is done near the
handicapped person's home. // trammg and hospital
instructiou are outreach programs,

outreach teacher See page 7.

paraprofessional (subprofessional) A person who
works under the direction of a professional. (A teacher's
aide is a paraprofessional.)

pediatrician A 'doctor who examines and treats
children.

permanently mounted telescope A set of lenses on
eyeglass frames, They can not be taken off the frames.

.personal hearing aid A sin all hearing aid that is ,usuallv.
owned by the wearer. It is not part of a crronp
amplijicatiori system.

physical therapist siotherapist) Someone who is
trained to work wi -handicapped people. He I na y use
exercise, massage; an a pool to imprOve a person's
body.

NOTE: Causes of vision problems are iri Booklet #2.
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P
physical therapy (PT) The training given by 'the
physical therapist; See page 39.

phySiotherapy See page 39.

PL 94:142 See Public Lau, 94-142 on page 26.

prevocational counselor One who evalustes a child
about.

,
who is out 1 2 to 15 years old. Then' he a vises what
triiinin, the child needs now for a job later on

prevocatiomd training Job 'trainim. for Wild with a
handicap: It' is given at ages 12 toz15- years.

print on palm One way to. tell a deaf-blind person
sbmething. Each letter Of a word is printed with the
fingertip on the deaf-blind jsirson's palm.

/

prognosis A fore of how a disease or problem will
turn out.

propricieeption Two of the senses. It includes
k inesthesia (awareness of ,,body' movement and
posititon) and taction (toruch);

prosthesis (prosthetic device) A substitute for a part('
of the body that is missing or damaged. (A hearing aid is
a prosthesis. So are eyeglasses.)

psychiatrist A medical doctor who examines and
treats the mind.

psychologist See page 5.

psychometrist A person trained to give tests for
intelligence (I.Q.) and tests for emotional problems.

PT See physical.therapy.
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Public Law 94-142 See page

radio frequency amplification See 1' Al amplification.

radio-linked hearing aid See I'M atniilifictitibii.

reading iiiachine See Compri ter r=catkr.

receiver See page 16.

recog9ition The ability to know or name what is heard.
It is als6 knowing or naming what is seen. Suppose the
te2aichei' Says, "Mary;" to a child. if the child points ez)
Mary; then he knew.(or recognized) Mary's name.

recognition: span (span of recognition) The number
of things tin #t can be seen a single glace. The glance is so
faSt that the eyes cannot move from one thing to
another:

recreation Play. Things that Lire_ done-,, during leisure
tiiiie such is switurnipg, playing c-.11eckers; and plavin

refraction The bending' nJ light rays when they go
through the lens of the eve. This makes a small; sharp
image inside the eyeball.

Regional Centers fOr Deaf-Bliiid Children They
provide workshops and other services for parents
and teachers in the USA. They also' provide programs
for deaf-blind children. Besides these things; they
publish writings about deaf-blindness; Ther.e are several
regional centers: Addresses for them are given in STEPS
booklet number 4;
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R-S
rehabilitation Training, teaching, and _services for a
person who is hlIndicapped. It also includes bearbw aids
and eyeglasses. Rehabilitation is for someone who grew
up normally and then became handicapped. Habilitation
is for someone who is or was handicapped as a child.
Often rehabilitation and habilitation are used to mean
the same thing.

reinforcement See page 3Th

residential schbol See pae-10:

residual hearing The hearing that is left after a hearing
loss. (Very few people have a Coml loss of hearing.)

residual vision The vision that is left after a vision loss.
(Most people with a vision loss have some vision left.)

resource teacher A person who tests and teaches
children with problems. This teacher works 'with the
:hild's classroom teacher and parents.

reward-' Something that can be given to a person after
he d4s what you want him to do. A reward_ could be a
smile, a pat on the back, or saying, 'That's fine." Or it
could be a_bit of something to eat, like a piece of cereal.
Or it can he something to collect, like poker chips or
play: money. A reward must be something that a. person
wants or likes.

SEA See state cchication agency.

Section 504 A part : of Public LakV 93-112;
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (USA)..lt deals with any
progam that gets federal money., The law_ says that a
person with a handicap, must have a fair chance to be
hired by the program. This' means the program cannot
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deny a person a job just becausef his problem, The law
also says the program must get rid of arcItitectiitat
barriers.

SEE (Signing Exact English; Seeing Essential Epglish)
Two kinds of sign langthige. Tlicy both use most of the
stimof American Sign Language. They try to make sign
language more like English.

Lt

Seeing Eye dog See ,quick

self-contained._ class (self- contained classroom) See
'''page 1 1.

self:help skill (Seli--care_ skill) Taking care of daily
ne&ts. Some of these needs arc washing; dresitig, eating,
an -oileting:

sensory-motor trail* Teaching a person to use ht
senses and body movements together. For exam(ploe;dya

_

child ,'-rnay be taught' to reach tor toy
movemeht) because of its bright colOr (vision sense).

sensory training Teaching a person to make the best
use of the , hea iing and vision he has left. Also, it is
teaching a per, on to use his other senses to help his
hearing and vis on: See pages- 32 to 34.

sheltered worAshop See page 11.

shoreline -Things a blind, person feels with his cane to
guide him, tiuc as the edge of thges ewalk or a curb.

sighted guide Someone with vision who helps' a blind
person get from One place to another.

sighted reader A person who reads print to a blind
person.



Ls

signal device Something that lets a person knob when
the telephone rings or When it is tune to get up. For
example; the telephone bell can make it light go on Or
the,, alarm clock can make the bed shake. Other signal
devices let it person know when the baby cries, when
someone is at the door; and so on.

signing Talking by using the hands.

signing in the hand See page 36.

slate and stylus (Braille slate and stylus) -A
pocket-sized device for writing in Braille.

! 7 !
- VI II

b c1 in _bro.' 1
.social worker Someone. who gets facts about a person

"tvith hitifdicitp. He also secs itbout y;ettipg serves For
the handi)apped person.

sonic aid :deViCe .that' uses sound to warn a blind
person of objects around him. It makes a.sound when he

gets close to a wall, stairs and sb'on. Sec fa caste' and

Sonicguidc, A risiwr that-uses sound to help guide a
blind person. It is put on eyeglass frames.

special education r teacher Sbmeone who teaches
-special groups of children; such as a kqufier cif the deaf
or a taclier of the blinci.

specialist A person who is well trained to do a certain
job. ;
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S-T
spectacles 'Eye asses.

speech Spoken. words. Speech is one way to express
Linguage.

.

speech-la/ nguage pathologist (speech pathologist; ,

speechtl erapist; speech clinician) Someone who tests
a person': sl cecli and laliguagc. He also helps people to
improve tR-eir ;peech and language,.

speech and language therapy (speech therapy) Work
to improve a person's speech and fanguagc. It is given by
a speech-latiage patholcwist and others.

speechreading A newer word for lipwadiv.

stapedectomy Taking a tiny bone (stapes) out of the
middle ear by surgery. The hone is replaced by a piece
of plastic or wire:

state education agency (SEA) The state office that
deals with the pdblic schools.

successive approximation The -use of rcuunts to
change a person's behavior bit by hit. You give him
rewards as he gets closer and closer to doing the thing
you want. If he does not improve, he rnnst try again for
the reward.

support service (related service) See:page 27.

,,kqctile,,sHaving something- to do: With
touch.

tactile training Se_e

Tadoma method 'See page 36.

talking'books See page. 22.

the sense of
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T
talking calculator A machine that does math. Every
time a key is pushed it ",says" aloud the name of the
key. It also gives the answers out loud.

task analysis Finding out each of the small steps
needed to do a job. A task analysis for drinking from a
cup includes reaching out. for the cup, holding the cup,
bringing the cup Up to the mouth, and so on:'

TDD Sec teleclornmtinication device for the deaf.

teacher's aide See. pa 8.

teacher of the blind age 8.

teacher of the deaf See page 7.
v.

teacher of the deaf-blind See page 7.

teacher of the hearing impaired This is a person who
teaches "someone who is deaf or hard of hearing: It is a
newer terns for a teacher of the deaf.

teacher of the visually impaired This is a person who
teaches someone who is blind or partially sighted. It is a
newer term for a teacher of the blind.

teaching cognitive skills See page_38.

telecommunication device for the deaf (TDD) Some-
thing that lets a deaf person use the telephuiic.
At one telephone a person pi:inches a keyboard to spell
out a message. At the other telephone. the message is
.printed in some way. The message can- be printdd on
paper or printed in lights: See also Braille teletypewriter.

telephone amplifier A small device that fits over a
telephone receiver. It amplifies the caller's voice.
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T
telephone switch A 14,er on a /tearing aid. The lever is
set on the -"T" position to listen over the telephone.
This causes the aid to mzike the caller's toice louder
without making anl-thing else louder. (A hearing aid
with 'a telephone0switdr can be used with loon
triripli fic4tiori:

telescope See pare 20.

teletypewriter (TTY) A device that let's a deaf .

person [Ise the telephone. At one 'telephone a person
types a message. At the other telephone the message is
typed on paper. See also tc/ccommtriiicattort derice for
the cleat.

temple One of the tcO sidepieces of eyeglass frames.

theiapir,t A persOl who is trained ti give
ui tichabiritatimi. See occHoitioll therapist ;old
plivslcat:thcrapist.,

therapy .1'he usc. of special help III /Nth/lila/1.0H or
--2-tlicibilitattoir. See thcrapiv and pirv.ciedi
"trier:Ty on page 39'.

,- pow control A [ever on .1 heiirmi4 th it ch.mgcs.the
pitch ot the sound: It_.111ity he used to cut out SOIIIC of
the deep bass sounds in a noisy pFace.

total care Giving services as needed 24 hours a day.
:Services include medical and nursing care, as well as help

in washing, dressing, eating, and toileting: Services also
incliide training of all kinds,

total conittionication See page 36..

,
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tramtng, 1 caching
mind.

i person to improve his body and

transistor A deviLe that increases an electrical signal.
A he iirin. aid uscs-traitsistcirs to make sound louder..)

transplant To transfer a part of the body: The transfer
Can be within a person's- body or from one person to
another. See COMCid lid/b.-lila/it Oil page 1 3.

TTY Sec Whit writer.

tympanoplastv Surgery for the middle ear. It could he
the repair of a hole oat the eardrum. Or it could be the
repair of the boncs iwtho middle car.

t MpallOtOMV Sec OR page

unaided INaring) \Vithot4it Iteari,ly and on.

uncorrected vision Without evcgLisscs

vestibular board A flat board with a rounded bottom
so that it rocks back and forth. It is used in hatalice
ri.intbr,,i. A person lies, sits, or stands on the board to
Lain to balance. Si:calnc drawing on page 32.

vibrotactile I lavinia; something, to do with feeling
vibration: It usually means feeling the shaking or
trembling caused by a aid sound.

vision aid Anything that helps vision. See pages I 9 to

vision clinic Ai ue where doctors and other plan
treatment for those with Vision problems..

visual fixation Looking directly tit; an object: looking
right straight at something.
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V-Y
visu memory Remembering things that are seen.
Sometimes it ineatrs remembering the order in which
things are seen.

visual-motor Having something to do with s eeing :Ind
moving._

visttal-tutt.if coordination Being ;3ble to combine sight
and: . ton. For example-, it person lias to havc

_ visual-motor coordin.ation in 'order to write.

vistra14.trackingt. ).00king clirectl cibjcct while it
.movcis.

_

vi ra 4ral4firtM :7,ec tlt.l7

'Cig.:4)1131 counselor Someone-- tvho helps- i person
c11-1440;1; the right job: Fir-7st she c"1,Junse.lor I'telps the person

ropt2r r .

And other (or
/e/n/hifitation Then he licips the.persofi Cind jub.

vocational- training TeacThing a Pei:sop the skills needed
Cur a Joh.

volume control (volume whelk 'Hie small! wheel on
a lu.sitring aid that makes sound louder or softer.

Y cord See page 1 8.
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